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1) rmaiAMS 

112 Annual Wave Statistics (Vei^lon l) WAST 

114 Error Correction of Current Meters EB.C02 

126 Current Meter Analysis CBESO 

141 Hydrogmphic Station Data Analysis HYDRO 

150 Calculate Potential Density and Temperature 

PT8DI 

155 Thermometer Corrections T2&IP5 

158 Generate Arbitrary Filter HELOff 

168 Cable Configuration CABI 

178 Braincon Data Reduction BRCA 

181 Current Meter Card Checking CHECK 

2) SUBmOCBAMS 

-24 Satui%tion Vapour Pressure VAPff 

-26 Three point lagrangian Interpolation of 

Hydrographic Data LAGB̂ I 

-27 Three point lagmngian Interpolation 

calculation TIAGE. 

—28 To calculate the Brunt-Vaisala Stability 

frequency DSTAP 

-29 Adiabatic Temperature Gradient using 

Fofonoffs method DATG 

—31 Specific Volume of Sea Water " AIPHA 

•-32 Sound Velocity in Sea Water from Wilson's 

Ind Foimula SDVEL 

SIGMLT 8IQ# 

8IGM&Z2B0 SIGMO 

-33 Potential Temperature Calculation POTIT 

-36 Specific Volume Anomaly DELV 

^42 linear Interpolation liENIH 



EEMTA 

This is a subroutine subprogram written in Fortran IV for the 

I.B.M.1800 machine 

2 

laput & the acceleration due to gravity is in metres/sec and 

should be calculated as follows:-

G = 9.78(%.9 + 8JN z (5.2766 x lo"^ + 1.18 x lo"^ z SJIi) 

where 

8JN = (8ln(LD z60 + ZDM) % 3.14159/10600)^ 

ID = latitude in degrees 

XDM = Latitude in minutes 

This is a subroutine subprogram written in Fortran IV for the 

I.B.M. 1 Boo Machine 

The temperature should be in ®C not °K as stated 

Queries re^rding the use or availability of any of the 

programs in this volume may be made to 

The Program Librarian, 

Data Processing G-roup, 

National Institute of Oceanography, 

Womley, G-odalming, Surrey* 

from whom a comprehensive list of all current N.I.0.Programs 

are available» 



All the programs in this volume have been compiled and 

executed on an I.B.M.1800 Computer having the following 

configuration;-

1802 Processor-Controller with 16,384 words of core storage 

2 2310 Disk Drives Model A 

1 2401 Magnetic Tape Drive (30 ko^s)(7 Track) 

1442 Model 6 Card Read - Punch 

1443 Printer J 240 lines/minute 

1816 Keyboard-Printer 

Facit Paper Tape Reader, 1000 Characters/second 

Facit Paper Tape Punch, 150 Characters/second 

The operating system was TSX Version 3 



N.I.O.Program 112 

Title 

Duame 

Machine 

Annual Wave Statistics (Version 1) 

WAST (consisting of linked, programs SETIA^ WAST, BEADW, 

HSIOT, TPLOT", SPLGT, HPLOT) 

IBM 1800 

Language 1800 Fortran IV 

Method 

To collate the data stored on magnetic tape by N.I.O, 

Program I36 to produce, on the 1443 printer, seasonal 

graphs of the percentage exceedance of v/ave heights, 

distribution of wave periods, percentage occurrence of 

spectral width parameter for a year, an annual scatter 

diagiam relating wave height and period, and a graph 

of the wave height every three hours throughout the 

year. 

CO 19 
X // JOB 

// XEQ SETIA FX1 

followed by two parameter cards 

1) DATES - The two dates between which the wave recording 

occurred (Free foimat in the first 72 columns). 

2) YEAR.,MAXH - The year in which February occurred for the 

afore-mentioned pei-iod, an(ao)if the highest value of 

IHS (obtainable from N.I.O. 89 output) is < 50ft or 1 

if the highest value is > 50ft. (2IZ#. format) 

This program consists of seven linked programs, which 

will be described in the order in which they are executed. 

SETLA 

WAST 

The first link sets a variable LAB equal to 1. This 

variable is also set in other links in order to return 

to various labels in WAST. 

This link stores zero in every array before printing 

the title on the 144^ printer and checldLng that the 

first month's data on magnetic tape is January. If it 

is not the job is aborted. The link then sets various 

counts before executing HEAD. The remainder of tWa link 

is executed at the end of a month, a season or a year's 

analysis. The returning point to this link is set in the 

variable lAB in other links. 
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EEADW This link reada one month's data from magnetic tape. As 

each record is read, the wave period is tested to see if it 

is "Calm", If it is, 1 is added to the first element of 

each array and O (the value of HiS) is written to disk 

before increasing the counts and testing for the end of 

the season, end of month, end of page and end of day (N.B, 

the data on magnetic tape is stored in pag^s - each page 

containing a heading and five day's data. This is done to 

speed the execution of N.I.O. 137). If the end of the season 

has been reached the next link (HSLOT) is executed, if the 

end of 9. month has been reached control is returned to WAST, 

At the end of a page or day, extra blank lines of magnetio 

tape are read, counts are reset and the next record is read. 

If the record is nof'ealm", the wave period is converted 

from 2(2A1) format to format using the subroutine GET, 

One is then added to the ]H8, (3 br8),mavei period (TZ), 

Spoctrai ..idth j'air^otor, and Scattor Diagzon arrays as 

follows:-

Let the wave period _ ̂  _ 2̂ ,35 

Spectral width parameter = EPSI = 0,371 (read in as 371) 

Significant wave height = IHS = 10,6 (read in as IO) 

Maximum wave height = IHIsIAX =14.8 (read in as lif) 

Then:-

H8(IHS + 2) and HMA%(IH8 + 2) are increased by 1 , and IHS 

is written to disk. 

The wave period is then converted to an integral part 

(T2AC) and a fractional part(T%AB), If TZAB is 1 

is added to TZ(2,TZAC + 2 ), otherwise 1 is added to 

T2(1,TZAC + 2), 

The value of EPSI is tested in intervals of 25. If 

O < EPSI < 24, SWPA(2) is increased by 1 if 23$EP8I <49, 

8WPA(3) is increased by _j-,etc. 

The wave period is tested in intervals of 0.50, If 

O < A < 0.49 then 1% = 2, If 0.50 < A 30.99 then IK = 3,eto 

The same process is repeated for IHS in intervals of 1,® if 

Mimi = 0 or 2.0 if = 1, the result being stored in IL, 

When IK and IL have been calculated for each record then 

SCAT(IK,IL) is increased by one. 
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Using the above data and foraulae, the following results are 

obtained:-

H8(12), TZ(2,6), SRPA(17), 2GAr(l1,1l) if 

MAXH = 0 or SCA.T(11,6) if IfiAIE = 1 are all increased by t , 

The link then increases counts and continues as described 

as above. 

HSLOT This link commences by reversing the elements of the HS and 

HMAX arraya using the subroutine EVER5, The cumulative 

peroantages of the two arrays are then obtained by expressing 

each element as a percentage of the number of records in the 

season and adding the previous total to it. 

i.e. = (H8(3}/Mo,reoord3 in season z 10Q) + AHS(2) 

and = (AHMwX(3X/No.records in season z 10Q) + 

^MAZ(2). 

The (integer value/2) is calculated for each element, the 

results being stored in the arrays JEAY and lEAY respectively. 

These two arrays, with each element multiplied by 2 to give 

the true results, are then printed on the 1443 printer.(N.B. 

These results are halved prior to the graph plotting to form a 

cocpaot gyaph). 

Each position on the graph forms one record on disk, 

record one representing the top left hand position on the 

graph, record 103 representing the left hand end of the second 

line on the graph etc. JK is set to 2,3,4 10,12,14\.*.... 

20,25,30,35,40,30 .100, and for each value of JK the 

position along the X-axis is calculated by the formula 

IE = 0.4343*AL0G(JK)a0.50. The (102 - JK)th element (JJK) of 

IRAY and JEAY are accessed, if they are equal the disk record 

is calculated by (5203 - (IRAY(JJK)*102 + (IO4 - IK))) and is 

set to 0 ; if not the record is set to + for a Hi/IaX value. 

The formula (5203 - (JEAY(JJK)*102 + (IO4 - IK))) is then 

applied and the record is set to * for a H8 value. 

The graph is then plotted with seasonal headings, 

plotting 102 disk records on every line of the graph. 
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TPLOT The link oommences by storing a space in every element 

of the output array. Each element of the array TZ is 

expressea as a percentage of the number of records in the 

season and stored in the array A. The integer value (IN) 

of each element is then expressed as a column of IN asterisks 

in the output army, the position along the X-axis being 

increased by one interval for each element. The number of 

calms are stored in A(1) and expressed as a percentage at the 

bottom of the graph. 

The array A is printed before the graph is plotted 

with seasonal headings. 

If the end of the year's analysis has been reached 

the next link is executed, otherwise control is returned to 

WJiST. 

SPLOT The first half of this link collates the values in the array 

S¥PA by the same method as used in the previous link,except 

that the elements are expressed as a percentage of the number 

of records analysed in the year. The values are again printed 

before the annual graph is plotted. 

Each element of the array SCAT is tested, if it 

equals 0 it is set to "space", if it equals 1" it is set 

to if it equals 2 a it is set to otherwise the 

formula SCAT(l,j) = (SCAT(l,j)*1000/Number of records analysed 

in the year) is applied to convert to parts per thousand. The 

Y-axis scale is determined by the value of MAXH - if it is 0 

the scale ranges from 0 to 50ft, if it is 1 the scale ranges 

from 0 to 100ft, Each line of the output graph is converted to 

A1 format using the subroutine INECB before being plotted. 

HPIiOT The final link in this suite plots the values of HS which have 

been stored on disk. Counts of the month and day number in 

the month are kept so that the month and date can be printed 

on the left of the gmph where necessary. At the end of the 

graph control is returned to ¥AST, 
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Required 
subroutines 

Operating 
Instructions 

Execution Time 

Notes, 

The output consists of the following tables and graphs:-

For each season, starting with winter (January to March)-

1) Tables of the percentage exoeedanoe of H8 and. HMAX 

in one foot intervals from 102ft downwards^ followed 

by a graph of these two tables. The x-axis is 

log&rithmic and represents wave height from 1 to 100ft 

while the y-axis represents percentage exceedance from 

0 to 1000. 

2) Tables of the percentage occurrence of the wave period 

in half second intervals from calm upwards. A histogram 

is then plotted, the x-axis representing the wave period 

in seconds from 0 to 20 seconds, the y-axis representing 

the percentage occurrence from 0 to 50^» 

The percentage of calms in the season is printed after 

the graph. 

At the end of a year's analysis 

1)Table of the percentage occurrence of the spectral 

width parameter increasing from calm in tenths. A 

histogram is then plotted, the x-axis representing the 

percentage occurrence from 0 to 15^, The percentage of 

calms in the year is printed after the graph. 

2)A scatter diagram relating wave period (calm to 

18 seconds along the x-axis) and significant wave height 

( 0 to 100 or 0 to 50ft along the y-axis). One and two 

occurrences are plotted as * or + respectively, all other 

occurrences are expressed as parts per thousand. 

3)A gisph showing the height in feet (represented along 

the x-axis as 0 to 100ft) of every HS value for the year. 

The date is sho^m along the y-axis, there being ei^it 

values per day. 

GET, EVER8, INECB, NEXTO, BTQRO 

The system waits prior to printing the final graph, 

A channel 1 punch carriage control tape must be loaded 

on the 1443 printer and the system restarted. 

Approximately 90 minutes. 

This program will shortly be rewritten with output to 

the 1627 plotter. 

Eileen Page 
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Title 

Name 

wacnine 

Purpose 

Error correction of Current Meters ("Version 2) 

ERC02 

IBM I8n 

18%) Fortran IV 

To correct current meter data (calibrated) on 
magnetic tape according to corrections, 

additions or deletions read from cards. 
corrected data is to be written to a second 
marrjietic tape in the next available file. 

Input 

/ VbJOB 
0Ci9 
20 O 

//b*Job NoyName/job Title 

//bZEQbmCOe 

*FILES(1,, 1), (201 

*ccmD 

where 230, right-justified in cols. l6 - 19 of 
the job card^ is the nujnber of a disk pack containing 
at least i527, 67O words of non-process working 
storage, and M is the number of the magnetic tape 
on Tfhich the corrected data is to be written. 

The data consists of the foUoiTing set of cards. 

1. IFIL - file no. where the data to be corrected 
resides, right justified in columna 1 - 7. 

2. MN - 5eter no. 
LFE8T - first sequence no, 
LRZAD - last sequence no. 
NOCKR - no. of correction cards 
KDEL - no. of sets of detection cards required, 

(i.e. if 2 cards in sequence are to be 
deleted this is one set of deletions) 

KADD - no. of addition cards 

3 . 

These six parameters are riglit justified in 
columns 1-7, 8-14^ 15-21, 22-28, 28-35, 35-42 
respectively in FOElL'jr 6I7. 

If tliere are any deletions the followiiig cards 
are needed 

5DEI,. 

right justified in cols. 1-5, u-1C respectively 
where ICDEL is the sequence no. for which the 
next card(s) are to be deleted. 

is the number of cards to be deleted. 

This card is repeated HDEL times. 
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4. Addition cards: 

EADD in columna 1-5 

the sequence no. for which the next card is to 
be added followed by 

JA, AA, BA, GA 

format(l7, 1%, 3(F7'2,1X)) 

This is the addition card 

These 2 cards are repeated NADD times. 

5. Then follows correction cards 

Format(l7, 1X, 3(F7'2,tX)) where each card 
contains reading number, current temperature, 
direction and speed 

e . C « C C c 7 15 2 3 3 1 

bbbb472bbblL"25bb252'4lbbbb9.72 

the magnetic tape should be in similar 
format, as it will be if written by N.I.O. 
Program 111, Current Heter Analy^d^. 

Output The new magnetic tape will be in the same format 
as the old, i.e. first record which ia the meter 
number, 17 format, then records in 17, IX, 3 
(?7'2,1X) format. 

On the 144J printer a monitor of every correction 
made, preceded by the previous correct or corrected 
record, will be printed. 

Method The magnetic tape is first wound to the beginning 
of the required file, IFIL. The complete file 
from LFRST to ISEAD, plus the meter no., is 
then read to disk. After changing the mag, 
tape, the data is read back to tape, aay 
deletion recorda being left out, additions 
inserted, or correction data being read from 
cards and substituted when the reading nos. 
agree. The output will commence at record 1 
of the next available unwritten file (KFIl). 
At the conclusion of the program the following 
message is printed. 

FILE IFIL ON FIRST TAPE HAS BEEN CORRECTED AND 
COPIED TO FIIE HFII ON SECOND TAPE 

E RECORDS WERE WRITTEN 

Operation Load tape, disks and cards in normal way. When 
all tne data has been read from tape the following 
message will appear on the printer. 

CHAMGE MAGNETIC TAPE AMD PRESS CONSOLE START 



Program 114 p.j. 

Reatriotiona 

Execution Time 

Pt^sramner 

No. of records of data <32757 IFILE<99 

If NCORE, KDEL =Ot±e tape ^ill be 
copied with no alteration. 

The program operates under the N.I.O. Tape 
Security System and both magnetic tapes in 
use must have been initialised and used 
under the system (DPG/P/?). 

Approx, (120 X IFIL + K/3) sees, hwere K is 
the number of records on the file being 
corrected + time to find both files concerned 
on mag, tape. 

E. Howarth (modification of Brian Hinde's program 
ERCOI) 
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Title Current Mater Analyais 

Name CEENO 

Fortran IV 

Purpose 
cxaruam r7rjBrj*fr-jg=» 

To read, calibrate and. plot data frcm Bergen or 

Plessey current meters. Data is read from cards, two 

complete sets of readings ( i.e.reading number, 

temperature, direction and speed) being punched on 

each card. The first number is the reading number, 

and calibrations of the foim ax + b are applied to 

all the other readings. Provision is made for a dea^ 

space on the speed rotor and three giaphs are plotted, 

as output. Results are also output to magnetic tape. 

Job Description 

//bJOB 

/yb*Job No ./Name/Title 

//b][Eg)GEENO 

* FI]jES(20l,ME,0) where K is the magnetic tape number 

to be used 

*CCEim 

Data The data is in 2 sections immediately following 

*CGEND 

a ) four cards, for program control 

Card 1 
CO 14 22 ^0 36 

A(1 )l/rObA(4)bX.]00[XXbY.YYYYYbV.WVVn]W.WWWW 
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x.xxyxz a number representing calibration constant A(1) 

Y.YYYYY " " " " A(2) 

V . W V W " " " " A(:5) 

w.wtaw " " " " A(4) 

Card 2 B(l)brObB(4){&.X][nZ§^.YYr^9.VVVW^^.Tft^^^^ 

identical to card one with calibration constants 

B(1) to B(4) 

The calibrations are perFoimed. v/ith the equation 

Y = As + B where A and B are the calibration constants 

read in as above and X is the raw data value. 

cc 18 26 34-
Card 5 RN&(l)bT0bimG(6)bXXX][.X][bYYYY.YYb22ZZ.2Zb 

42 50 58 
li7̂.Ybimun .UUbVVl'V. w 

where 

XZXZfXX the minimum expected value of the temperature 

calibrated results to be plotted. 

YYYY.YY the maximum ezpected value of the tempeiature 

to be plotted. 

2222.22 similar to XXXS.ZK for direction 

" " YTYY.YY " " 

UUUU.UU " " XZXX.DOC for speed 

W W . W " " YYYY.YY " " 

7 20 33 41 
Card 4 lETNObLLLLLlblSENSb-bbbbbblBTNObmimiNbDII 

where 

LLLLLL = meter no, right-justified. 

+ = direction of meter rotation, right justified, 

roM'IilN = sequence no.of last card,right-justified, 

II = meter dead space 

Foimat (6X,I6,2(7][,I6),2X,I2) 
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b) The raw data cards follow card 4 immediately. 

Eaoh card contains two sets of data-the first in 

columns one to thirty six and the second in to 76, 

Each set contains 4 numbers. The first is the sequence 

Ho. Second is temperature, third direction and fourth 

speed. 

1 7 25 31 
AAAAAABBBBBBb bCCCCCCDDDDDDbbbb 

41 47 55 71 

l]G{X}G(rG&IHin2Qi 

format is (2l6f12Z:, 216,4%, 216^12X^216) 

Output To lineprinter 

The meter number is written at the head of the page, 

Following this each set of calibrated results will 

be printed on the left of the continuoua stationery^ 

To the right of the results the graphs will be plotted 

a different symbol for eaoh variable. 

Magnetic Tape The meter number is read to magnetic tape followed 

by the three sets of calibrated results. The format 

is l7.,1X, 5(^ .2^1X) until the run is terminated 

by an end of file najdoar being written, 

Howarth/Slade« 



N.1.0.Program 

Title Hydrographic Station Data Analysis 

Name HYDRO (linked to HYDEd., HYDEZ, HYm2, HYDR3, HYDE4 

Machine IBM 1800 

Fortran IV 

Given a set of values of temperature, salinity and • 

pressure (or depth) to calculate at the given pressures 

(or depths) the potential temperature, sigma t, 

Sigma theta, specific volume, specific volume anomaly 

and Brunt - Vaisala frequency, 

at . 

Also to calculate^tandard pressures (or 

depths) the dynamic height anomaly, potential energy 

anomaly, sound velocity, sounding velocity and sigma 

theta. 

Control cards //bJOB 16 1 

//bXEQbHYmO 

followed, by data cards, 

1 

Data The data consists of the following cards 
1-4 6-8 10-1:5 15-16 18-19 21,22 2^,25 

1) NCO, NCR, 1^5^, NMY, MON, NYR, NHE, 

26,27 28,50 j1,%. 56^,4041,4446 
MIN, ID, xm, N8, ILN, XNM, NEW, 

IP, 50 
IFIAG 

Format (5X:,I5/Z,I4,1Z,I2,1Z,I2,1Z,I2,12,212,11,12, 

%.r1,1X,A1,1%,Ij,54.1,1I,A1,1Z,A1,lX,Il) 

where NCO = 74DI the Discovery code 

NCR = Cruise Number 

NSTA = Station Number 

NDAY = Day 

MON 

NYR 

NHR 

KTN 

LD 

ZDM 

= Month (ri^t justified) 

= Last two figures of year 

^ Time of release = Hour 

= Minutes of messenger. 

= Degrees of latitude 

= Minutes of latitude 

Station 
Time 
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N/S = North or South for latitude ( N or S) 

L M = Degrees of Longitude 

XNM = Minutes of Longitude 

NEW = East or West for Longitude(E or W) 

NTYP = Type of position e.g.decca,satellite,radar 
etc, punch one letter '•'D̂ Ŝ R etc, 

IFL4& = 1 for pressure input, 2 for depth input, 

2) Card Columns 1-10 11-20 2;) 
PCO, PCI, mUYP 

Poimat (2P10.4, 2X, II) 

PCO, PCI are two pressure constants set in the 

program to 1.0078 and ,00000253 

If the user does not wish to change these 

PCO and PC1 should both he punched as 0,0 

HTYP = 1 if interpolated pressures are to be used 

= 2 if interpolated depths ar# to be used 

= 3 if no interpolated values required 

Then follow the station cards I = 1, N where H 

is the number of readings on the station. 

Card Column 1 21 - 24. 3 33 4I - 46 
IPI., PBZS(I), lEMP(l) 

Format (11, 1$ I, F4.P, F6.3,5XfF6,3) 

where IFL = 9 for terminator card 

PElSXl) • = pressure 

SAL(l) = salinity in parts per thousand 

lEMP(l) = temperature in degrees centigrade 

The teiminator oard. haa 9 punched in Column 1 

to show all the data points have been read. 

The final card contains the steps required for 

the.interpolated values and is omitted if none 

are required. 

The foEEiat is 1714- and is set out as follows 

For emmple take depths 0-500 metres in the steps 

of 100, 500 - 700 in steps of 50 and 700 - 1000 

in steps of 25, 
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Cara Columns 4 678 101112 I5I6 181920 
0 100 5 0 0 50 7 0 0 

23-24 25262728 32 36 
2 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 

In all cases two noughts should be placed 

after the last range to show no more are 

required. 

The steps required in each range alvfays come 

between the max, and min, of the range. 

Output The output is to the lineprinter, the first 

page consisting of headings, general station 

data and observed values. The second page is 

interpolated values. 

Subroutines called 

POTIC, 8IGM0, 8IGMT, AIPHA", 8DVBL, DELV, 

LAGIN, TIAGR, D8TAF, DATS 

The method of calculating the variables and the 

interpolation can be found in the write-ups of 

the above subroutines 

(N,I.O. -31, -32 , -33 , -34 , -35 , -36, -26 , 

-27 , -28, -29) 

Limits The program is at present limited to 35 points 

per statiog. 

E. Howarth. 
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Title 

Name 

Machine 

Purpose 

Job Description 

Input 

Calculate Potential Density an& Temperature 

PTSDI (Lab. system) 

IBM 1800 

1800 Fortran IV 

To read in temperature periods, salinity periods, 
and depth. On the lab, system oarda iaput are 
in a fixed format, on the ship î ŝtem input is 
from paper tape in a free format. The potential 
temperature and potential density are then 
calculated (using 3 function subprograms) and 
output to the line printer 

// JOB 

// »(job No./Name/Title) 

// ][EQ PTSDI 

»CCEHD 

followed by data cards or tape. 

a) On the lab. system there are five values of 

PS = salinity period 
PT = temperature period 
M = depth (wire out value) in metres 

arranged as follows per card. 

cc. 6 7 

-J 
1213 1617 229 

P8(l) PT(l) M(l) P8(2) PT(2) M(2) 

Output 

(i.e. usiag the full 80 columns) 

The format read is 5(2P6"3,I4) 

The last card must contain 999999 columns 
1 - 6 to terminate the program. 

b) On the lab. system input data is on paper 
tape in free format, arranged in the same order 
as for cards, with a blank between each data 
value. 

The following items are listed across the page. 

a) FSET^^P - temperature period 
b) PERSALY - salinity period 
c) DPTH - depth 

POT.T. - potential temperature 
8AT,niITY 
POT.D - Dotential density ) 

'1T.16 
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X ' 

I 
n) 
o) 

DT/M - temperature chang^/m 
Dg/M - salinity chang^/m 
DD/^ - density chang^/m 
DAT/M - binomial smoothing 
DAS/M - binomial smoothing 
DAD/M - binomial smoothing 
N - Brunt V&rg&lM, frenuenoy from DD/M 
ANS - Brunt VSrsKl^ frequency from D5AD 
D5AD - Binomial smoothings of DD/M when n 

of DS/M 
of D8/M 
of DD/M 

= 5 

Method Having read the input data, using function 
fOTIT (j. Grease) calculate the potential 
temperature and similarly calculate sigma 3 
and sigma t using SIGMO and SIGHT for the 
potential density. Calculate the Brunt VfirsilS. 
frequency and output all the results. 

Pfoerammer R. Howarth 

The program is a modification of a program 
written by Robin Pingree, 



M.I.O, EEOGRMi 155 

Title 

Name 

Machine 

Purpose 

Control Card.3 

Input Data 

Thermometer Corrections 

TEIvIPS (Ship systeml 

IBH 18.-̂  

1831 Fortran W 

To oonrect protected and. unprotected thei-mometer 
readings using Schumachers equations. 

//bJOB 

//b*(job No./Name/Title) 

.//bXSQbTEMP^ 

*CCSMD 

followed by the input data cards. 

Card No , Name 

1 

Function 

CUT Correction interval in degrees 
centigrade 

e.g. Col. 1 5 

0*090 - this number can extend over 
5 columns but the decimal point must be included 
format F5'0. 

2 1 ^ o'̂Ter and upper limits of 
IB J ambient temperature range 

e.g. Col. 1 8 

010bbD50 

The format is Î ,2]{,13 

3 NO Tliermometer no. - o digits 
NTT Thermometer t^me O protected ^ 

i 1 unprotected ' ' 
MON J Hontl: of calibration - 2 digits 
NYE Year of calibration - 4- digits 

e«g. Col, i 17 

1234.bbObb'\1bb1969 

Format i& I6,2X,I1,2X,I2,2X,I4 

4 IVO Volume of mercuiy in stea below 

O deg, C. i.e. VO - 3 digits 

e.g. Col. 1 

169 

Format 13 
5 NPO No. of main thermometer pts. to 

follow 

e.g. Col, 1 

310 

Format 13 



Output 

Method 

Programmer 

Program 155 P.2. 

NPO cards containing 

TEMP 1 main thermometer reading 

COR J main thermometer index correction 

Format F5.0,2X,F5'0 

e.g. Col. 1 12 

2.53Dbb0.1?D 
Each number can be up to 5 digits long but the 
decimal point must be included. 

One card containing 

NP1 No. of auxiliary thermometer readings to follow 

e.g. Col. 1 

CMO 3 digits 

Format 13 

NP1 cards containing 

AUZT auxiliary thermometer reading 
AUCO i auxiliary thermometer correction 

Format F5'0,2X,F5'^ 

e, ga Col, 1 12 

25.CObbO.i5? 

Each number can be up to 5 dibits long but a 
decimal place must be included. 

Output is online printer as follows 

lEMP - main thermometer temperature followed by 

CP - ambient temperature and TAUX correction 
(there are 5 sets of ambient temps and 
corrections per linel. 

The input is read, The range is found for which 
corrections to the ambient temperature are to be 
made in increments of CIN. The corrections are 
calculated using Sverdrup's formulae, and the 
results output on the lineprinter. 

Subroutine LININ - linear interpolation is used 
for the protected thermometer cases. 

E. Howarth 

baaed on N.I.O. Program 59 ty J, Crease 

Ml, 16 



N.I.O. FROGRAH 158 

Title 

Name 

Machine 

language 

PUrnose 

Job Description 

Data 

Use 

Generate arbitrary filter 

HII'W 

IBH 181? 

181"! Fortran IV 

To generate a lowpass, bandpass, or highpass 
filter defined, by 3 parameters, with or without 
its conjugate, punch the multipliers on cards, 
and list its amplitude response over the full 
frequency range. 

// JOB 

// *Job No./Namc/Title 

// %EQ HILO^ 

*CGEND 

1) One car^ containing the following four 
integers, whose meanings are explained below 
(see 'Use'): 

N M K Format (4l4) 

2 

3) 

At least n + 1 blank oards if E = 1, 
or 2(n + ll blank cards if K = 1, 

where n is the smallest integer > N/6 

If the number of blank cards (2) is exactly 
correct, further sequenoes (l), (2) may follow 
with different parameters. Otherwise, the 
execution stops when a blank card is read in 
place of (l). 

The program produces the right hand half of a 
symmetrical filter of half len^^h N. That is, 
it produces a set of multipliers 

, r = "(l)N 

and, if the conjugate is requested by putting 
% = 1, 

Qy , r = 1(1)M 

for intended use with a data series x(t) in the 
forms 

X, (t) = F x(l) + 2, F [z(t + r) - %(t - r)] 
it= 

or X ^ 
1 

(t) = O + 2 G [x(t + r) - x(t - r)] 

.17 



Program 1^8 p.2, 

X (t) is a filtered version of x(t\ with 
certain parts of its spectrum suppressed 
according to the filter characteristics, but 
no alteration in phase, z (t) has approximately 
the same characteristic, b&t with all phases 
reduced by 

T' and M determine the cut-off frenuencies of the 
filter as follows: 

a) If L = O, a lowpass fi].ter is produced Tfhose 
characteristic is close to 1 for the frequency 
range O to (M - l)/Z" Iiyquists*, and close to O 
for the range (M + 2)/E to 1 Nyquists. 

bl If H = N, a hi^ipass filter is produced 
whose characteristic is close to ? for the 
frequency range O to (l- - l\/lT By quia ta*, and 
close to 1 for the ran{;e (l' + 2̂ /lT to 1 Hyquists, 

c) If O < L < M < N, a bandpaas filter is produced 
whose characteristic is close to O in the frequency 
ranges O to (L - l)/!! and (H + Z)/Nto 1; and close 
to "1 in the range (l, + 2)/H to (K - 1)/^ Nyquists, 

d) If 1 < L = M < N, the filter is similar to 
(c) except that the largest value of the cliaracteristic 
is 0'5 at the frequency 

e) I f O < L = M - 1 ' similar to (d), with largest 
value 0'85 at (M -

In the neighbourhood of the cut-off frequencies 
the characteristics are as follows: 

Frequencies (Nyquists)* Amplitude response 

(L-l+ml/N, (M+1-mVN,m>2 Between 1± 0'5 m ^ approx. 
(L4-1)/N, (}.4-l)/N Exactly 1 
L/M. M/N 0'75 
(L-lW (M+lVN ^'25 
(lr-2yiT, (M+2VN Exactly O 
(l—m)/N (*+m)/E, m>2 Between ± 0*5 m approx. 

If the ̂ s.rameter^^ = 0, only the repJ. filter 
is produced and its characteristic listed, E > 1 
produces both real ê id conjugate filters F and 
and their characteristics. 

Any value L > O will eliminate an artificial mean 
value and greatly attenuate any slow 'drift' in 
a time series x(t). 

Outpi^ The filters F and are punched in Format 
(212, 6F12'8)^the 8th decimal place being 
rounded. Tlie first of the two integers is 3 
for the real filter, 1 for the conjugate; the 
second is a card count, 0(l)n„ The first card 
of each set (card count O) contains F or G only, 

^ 0 0 

All relevant figures are reproduced on the line 
printer, with explanatory headings. The characteristics 
{unrounded) are listed at Nyquists, 

* A Nyquist is l/26, where 6 is the time 
^ interval of the series x(t). 



Program 158 p,3, 

Formulae 

Limitations 

Execution tjjne_ 

Programmer 

The lowpass filter (L =(D) is: 

F = (K + 0'5)/N, 

G-

oos^^nt. ain(M + ̂ ^nt/2N sia. (O = %/M) 

n 

Gp = cos^^nt. [coggOt - G08(H + ̂ ^Otj/ZMsin^nt. 

Note that F^ = 0 = 

The bandpags and hi^hpass ./liters have closely 
related formulae, with (L - ia place of (M + -g). 

The 'Dimension' atateuent restricts N to ̂  200. 
Clearly the greater the sharper is the cut 
off, and the nearer are the characteristics to 
Oand 1, but values N < 1^0 should suit most 
practical purposes. 

About seconds per filter. 

Do Cartrrighl 

M 



N,I*0, Proeram 158 

Title 

Name 

Machine 

Language 

Purpose 

Control Carda 

Input 

Cable Configuration 

CABL 

IBM 1830 

1800 Fortran 17 

To compute the equilibrium configuration and 
tensiona of a cable towing a submeiY^^body 
for faired, unfaired, and disoontiauoua 
(lower part only, faired) cables* 

//bJOB 

//b*(job No,/Name/Title) 

//bXEQbCAEL 

»CGEND 

followed by input data cards. 

Card No. Contents Function 

1 NA&E Column one is a reference digit 
It must be 3 for a discontinuous 
cable (part faired, part unfaired) 
It is normally taken as 1 for 
Unfaired Cable and 2 fc^ Faired 
Cable 
The remaining 39 columMS are printed 
as a title 

N.I7 

e.g. 

Col. 12 40 

2ECH0-S0mDmG FISH... .U=1 .̂ 00 

(4Q&1) F0RM.1T 

Caĵ d 2 D 

e.g. 

Col. 234567890 
0.580 

e.g. 

Col. 

e.g. 

Col. 

15 19 

1 <ro 

31 Z 
O'Wl 

Diameter of the cable in inches 
Cols. 2 - 10. Decimal Point col. 7 

The weight/anlt . length of the 
cable inlbs/ft. 
Cols, 11 - 19 Decimal Point col. I6 

The Drag Coefficient of the cable 
Cols. 26 - 28 Decimal Point col. 25 



Program 168 p,2. 

U 

DEIO 

Card 3 

Ratio of "Friction Drag"/ 
"Friction Drag and Form Drag" 
See Ref. 2 uader method section 
U = 0'75 reccmmended for most 
faired cables 

U = 0*02 for unfaired cables 

Cols. 29 - 37 cUp. col. 34. 

The weight cf the towed body in 
pounds. 

Cols. 38 - 4-6 d.p, col, 43 

FORMAT CM,5,F9.3) (A1 is character 
to denote end of data - blank on 
oard 2) 

Lift (Down)/ for ddpressors 
/(velocity)^ 

on body. Ibavdy^ft./sec.): 

Zero for bodies without depressors. 

Cols. 2 - 10 d.p. 7 

Area of Cross-Section Towed Body in 
aq. ft. 

Cols. 11 - 19 d.p, 16 

CDO Drag Coefficient Towed Body 

Cols. 20 - 28 d.p. 25 

DL Drag to lift ratio depressor 
(RAagsBro for body without depressor) 

Cols, 29 - 37 d.p. 34 

VK Speed of tow in Knots. 

Cols. 30 - 46 d.p. 43 

FORMAT (1X,5F9'3) 

Car& 4 First column see below 

Value of scope to which computation 
is wanted in feet. 
In the discontinuous case it is 
the total scope for both sections 
of cable. 

Cols. 2 - 7 Decimal Point col. 6. 

H Step in scope between computed 
points in feet. See note in 
method section. 

Cols. 8 - 13 Decimal point Col. 12 

FORMAT (A1,2F6.1) 

SMAX 

N.I7 



Output 

Program 168 p.3, 

Card 5 This card is needed only in the discontinuous 
case. In this case the values of CE and. U read, 
on card. 2 are used on the lower position of the 
cable. 

CR2 

U2 

I8S 

New drag coefficient 
Cols. 2 - 10 d.p, col 7 

New value of U 
Cols. 11 - 19 d,p col. 16 

Value of scope at which changeover to 
these values is made. It must be 
integral. 

Cols. 20 - 23. No decimal point. 

FOmLW (A1,2F9.3,I4) 

Any number of further groups of four or five 
cards as above can follow. The last date card 
in the last group of any run MUST have a slash '/' 
in column 1. This column should otherwise be 
blank on cards 2 - 5 . 

The output on the line printer gives the values 
of the input data follovfed by calculated values 
of 

INITITJ. MG-IiE 
CHIT. mGIS 
P8TD 

DEI,T,: 

INITI.'iIj TEIfSION 

nOREL'J, DRAG 

The cable angle at the body 
The cable critical angle 1 r. ^ ^ ° see ref.2 

0 -J 
The total doivnwards force on the 
body (wt. + depressor downthrust) 
The total drag on the body 
The initial tension of the cable 
at the body. 
The drag /unit length there would 
be on the co.ble IT it were normal 
to the stream, lbs. wt,/ft. 

Then after a heading (p/JEED CLW:.S if UNPAIRED 
C/.3IiE if there follows a table giving for 
scopes (measured up from the body) of H, 2H, 3H etc. 
up to the values of cable tension, cable 
inclination phi, total horizontal distance X, and 
total vertical distance Z, 

A final column headed ITN gives the number of times 
a successive approximation formula is applied. This 
will vary from point to point with the curvature of 
the cable. If ITN>3 for the entire length of the 
cable H should be reduced. If in\r is one for much 
of the cable H may be increased if the intermediate 
values are not required. If ITIT reaches 10 the 
program fails and must be repeated with a smaller 
value of H, 

N.17 



Program 168 p,4, 

Method The solution is found, for the "Heavy Ck^K^al 
Cable" law of oable loading as described by 
Eames (ref. 2). 

Note that his ^ = U in our notation and that 
his tables (ref, 1) correspond to th^ case 
U = lOD, 

Refs. 1 and 2 make clear the meaniz^ cf th^ 
various calculated values. The program finds 
the critical angle for the cable by a bisection 
m@thod. The main configuration calculation 
uses the improved Euler method for the first 
step, followed by a predictor-corrector method 
as described i# ref, 3, 

Note that the program takes Density 
(Its/ft;) = 2g ft/ggcZ 

Eef. 1 Eames, H.C. 1956 

Water 

The Configuration of a 
Cable Towing a F&avy Submerged Bo^y 
from a Surface Vessel, 
Naval Research Eatab, Caaada Report 
PHx 1-3 
NIO no. N35.2/5/FHxtl3, 

2. Eames, M.C. 1968 Steady State Theory of 
Toning Cables. 
(Quarterly Transactions of the 
Royal Institute of ĵ aval Architects 
11CL 185-216). 
NIO British Loose Paper 14,11,68. 

3, Mihoff, C.M. 1966 Configuration of a Gable 
Towing a Submerged Body, 
Naval Research Estab, Canada 
Technical Note Llath //66/I 
NIO no. N35.2/C/Math/66/l, 

Execution Time Appr'ox. 3^ sees, for each case computed. 

Programmer Translated into Fortran by Catharine Clayson. 

N.I7 



N.1,0. mOGRAM 178 

Language 

086 

Title Brainoon data reduction 

Name BRGA 

Machine IBM 18C0 

l8or Fortran IV 

To convert data in the form of angular positions 
of the rotor and oompass arcs from Braincon type 
316 current meters into values of current speed 
and direction, tilt direction, R-S and E-W current 
components and displacements (in kilometres) from 
and arbitrary origin. The data is output to 
lineprinter and magnetic tape. 

Job Description // JOB 

// *Job No ./Name/Title 

// XEQ BRCA 

* P1IE8(201,MX,0) X is magnetic tape number 

*CCSKD 

Input uara 

1) MN EW BEFR PER V 
17 P4'1 F7'1 F6.1 F6.1 

T̂here is the meter number 

BA? is the width of the rotor spot in degrees 

EEFR is the distance of the reference spot from 
the centre 

PER is the recording period for each exposure 

V is the magnetic variation in degrees (West + ve) 

2) N 
11 

N is the number of the last line of data. 

3) onwards 

Data cards punched in following format 

I RA EB CA CB TM TD 
16 F7.-1 F7''1 F7''1 ĵ 7'1 7̂'") F7'1 

V.Tiere I is the frame number 

RA is the angular position of the rotor arc 
beginning 

RB is the angular position of the rotor arc e nd 

CA is the angular position of the oompass arc 
beginning 

CB is the angular position of the compass arc 
end 

TM is the separation of the tilt and centre spots 
(in the same units as EEFR). 

TD is the direction of the tilt spot. 
N.18 



Program 178 p.2, 

Use 

Output 

Method 

Execution time 

Programmer 

The data can be read on any machine provided 

the following rules are observed. 

a) The reference spot is vertically downward. 

b) The rotor arc progresses cloolcmise with time, 

c) The angular origin is vertically upwards (0/360°) 

The data is output to lineprinter with column 
headings and to magnetic tape without headings. 
Output format is 

I SPC DIET TAT 
2Z 14 F7.2 F7.I 

"̂.'here I is the line number 

CN 
P7'2 

CE 
F7'2 

DI8N 
F11 .5 

DISS 
P11 "5 

SPC is the speed (tilt correoted) in cm/sec 

DIET is the true current direction 

TAT is the true tilt direction 

CIT is the northerly current component in cnŷ sec 

CE is the easterly current component in cm/sec 

DISK is the northward displacement of an imaginary 
particle from the origin 

DI8E is the eastward displacement of an imaginary 
particle from the origin. 

Error messages are output for zero or nagative values 
of the rotar and compass arc lengths. 

Each input card provides one line of output data. 
The program corrects current speeds for the tilt 
of the savonius rotor and for values of the recording 
period different from 19 mins., this correction is 
also applied in the computation of the progressive 
vector diagram coordinates. 

Of the order of 3 mins. per IT) cards (2 mins. for 
1 day of record). 

Vf. J. &ould. 

N.I8 



N.I.O. PROGRAM 181 

litle 

Nane 

Maohiae 

Purpose 

Current Meter Card Checking 

CHECK 

IBM 1800 

l8Cn Fortran IV 

To check for ary sequencing or punching erros in the 
current aeter data caria. 

Jobani data cards. Last data card haviz^A im 
column 1. 

Job Description ,//bJOB 

//b*Job No./Name/Title 

//bXEObCHSCK 

*CCEMD 

Data Cards 

Output 

Method 

Execution time 

Programmer 

The format of the card's should be: 

216, 12X, 216, 4%, 2l6, 12%, 216 

Last data card must have 'A' in column 1. 

This is read in A1 format in the program. 

The incorrect cards are listed on the lineprinter. 

The program checks first that all the columna 
contain either blanks or digits O - 9. Then it 
checks that the last digits of all the integers 
are present. By calling the subroutines RIP 
and RIM, the sequencing of the cards is checked. 
The value of the speed is checked - it should 
be less than 10'23 knots and if the value of 
speed drops, it should drop by more than 9 knots, 
indicating that the rev. counter has (exceeded 

and returned to zero. Error messages are 
printed if any of the above errors are detected. 

Approx, 4 mins./lCO cards. 

John Gee 

N.19 



N.I.O. SUBPEOraAM -24 

Title 

Nane 

Machine 

PbTDose 

Output 

Method 

Programmer 

Saturation Vapour Pressure 

Function VAPW(T) 

1800 Fortran TV 

IBM 1801/02 

To calculate saturation vapour pressure over 
water 

êiiperature in °K 

Saturation vapour pressure in millibars 

e.g. X = VAPR^T) where X is the pressure required.. 

See Smithsonian tables page 350 equation (l). 
The function converts the log output of this 
equation to actual pressure in nillibars, 

R. Howarth 

N.15 



N.I.O.SubyroRram -26 

Title 

Name 

Three point Lagrangian interpolation of hydrographic 

data. 

IA&IN(8Tm,EBE8,18T,KI,) 

\ihen analysing hydrographic data several variables 

are calculated at standard, pressures or depths. For 

this purpose the variables are interpolated from the 

known pressures (or depths) to the standard. 

The input variables are 

1) STAN - an array dimensioned as main program of the 

standard pressures. 

2) FRE8 - an array dimensioned as main program of the 

given pressures. 

3) L8T - the number of points in the array PEES. 

If) KL - the position of the standard pressure in 

its array which is currently being used. 

Also the input variables to be calculated are passed 

through common (see output section). 

Method The quantities calculated are 

a) dynamic hei^t anomaly 

b) potential energy anomaly 

0) sound velocity 

d) sounding velocity 

e) sigma theta 

The argument is the pressure P. 

We have a values of P. : 0 — (n—1) 

and there is a value of the above variables say 

required fi 

j = 0 - ( m - 1 ) 

for each P^, Then Y is required for the standard 

values of P say P. 

There are five possible cases 

(1) P < P , 

(2) 

(3) P.< P * P 

P < P < P. 
o 1 

(4) 

(5) P>P 

i * 1 
for i = 1-(n-3) 

n-1 



N.I.0.Subprogram -26 

In cases (1) and (5) interpolation is impossible. 

In the other cases two values (T̂  and Y ) of Y are 

computed and T is taken as the mean of the results. 

The differenoee ;^ves an indication of the accuracy. 

? = i + ?2) 

The general three point Lagiangian Interpolation formula 

is, using arguments and ^ ^ 

T, (or y p = V , + V r 1 1 

Where ^ (P - P ^ 

- P 
r-1 - S + 1) 

A 
r+1 = (P - P ^ ^ ) (P -

(P^ 

Near the end of the range linear interpolation is 

necessary. The formula used in each case works out as 

Case 1 Interpolation impossible. 

Cass 2 . p ; ^ 

^2 = V o + A, + ̂ 2^2 



N.I.OJProgram -26 

^2 * ̂ 1 +1 ^i+1 * ̂ i+2 ̂ i+2 

^ ^1 ^0^3 ̂ n-3 * ̂ h-2 ̂ n-2 + A T , 
n-1 n-1 

Y, = " - "n_2) 
P - P 
n-1 n-2 

Case 5 Interpolation is impossible. 

If the range of standard pressures exceeds the 

given ones - those outside the range are ignored, 

The five variables calculated plus the greBSure and associated 

depth are output through common. Common is arranged as follows 

dyght^ sdvl,sgvl/poten,erdy,erpo,ersg,ersd,dyn, 

pote , sdv, sgv, dep, erde, sig, ersi,depth, sigiih, lint 

Where input variables are 

dynht (35) = dynamic height anomaly, 

sdvl (35) = sounding velocity, 

8gvl (35) = sounding velocity. 

poten (35) = potential energy anomaly, 

depth (35) = depth or pressure, 

sigth (35) = sigma theta. 

Output variables are 

erdy = dynamic height error. 

erpo = potential energy error, 

ersg = sounding velocity error, 

ersd = sound velocity error, 

dyn = interpolated dynamic height anomaly. 

pote = " potential energy, 

sdv = " sound velocity. 

sgv = " sounding. 

dep = " depth (or pressure) 

erde = depth (pressure) error. 

Big = interpolated sigma theta, 

ersi = sigma theta error. 
Subroutines called TIAGR 

Programmer E.Homarth.(Taken ftom N,1,0.Program 58) 



N.I.O. 

3 point Lagrangian Interpolation caloulation. 

Name riA(ai(PNT,P,Y) 

Method 

The subroutine is used by lA&IN to calculate a 

general case of interpolation. 

There are 3 input variables 

1) PNT - value of the standard pressure currently used, 

2) P — middle of the three pressures used for 

interpolation. 

3) Y - middle of the three variables used for 

interpolation. 

( For more details see lAGIN^N.I.O. Subprogiam -26) 

The following formula is used 

TIA(ai = A1 z Y. .+ A2 z Y. + A5 X T. , 
1-1 1 1 + 1 

Where 
A1 

A2 = 

(PNT - P.) z ( PMT - P. ) 

(Pi_1 - ̂ 1) ̂  t 1) 

(PNT - P^_^) z (PNT 

(p. - P._^) X (P^- P.^,) 

A3 = (PNT - Pĵ _̂ ) z (PNT - P ) 

(̂ i+1 "^1-1) z (Pi+r V 

Output The subprogram is a normal function subprogram e.g. 

TIAGE = A1 z Y1 4r A2 z Y2 + A3 z Y^ 

Ruth Howarth, 



N.1.0.Sub program -28 

Title To calculate the Brunt-Vaisala stability frequency 

Name D8TAF (&, TEMP, SAL, FBE8, NPTS, DV) 

G = acceleration due to gravity in cm/sec 

TEMP = temperature array in ®G 

o 

SAC = salinity array in //go 

PEES = pressure array in decibars 

MPT8 = no, of points in the above arrays 

M§.t^d The stability frequency DV, or the Brunt—Varsala frequency, 

is computed, from the relationship derived, by Hesselberg and 

Sverdrup, 

DV^ = 9a dS ) 
« a j a a ^ ' . 

as dz ) 

Where /) is the in situ density in grams per oo 

g is the acceleration of gravity in cq/sec 

T is the in situ temperature in degrees C 

Z is the depth in metres increasing dowrmards 

r is adiabatic temperature gradient in °C|/meter 

8 is salinity in °/ 
00 

/) = AIiRH is calculated by subroutine ALPHA, 

r = G-A:,iMA. is caliulated by subroutine DATG-

Derivatives are evaluated by forward differencing 

In the case of its value in the jth.layer is 

given by 

Bp 
2T = T. + AT, S , P 

J J J 

7 

[r - AT, 8 , P.lj /a\T 
L J J J J ) 



N.I.O. Subprogram -28 Page 2 

when T z= ~ ( IL + T. . ) = mean tenq) In jth,layer 
^ J J T 

i / 

^ ~ 2 j + + = mean salinity in jth« layer 

P ^ - ( P + P \ 
2 j j + 1 ) = mean pressure in jth. layer 

AT= 0 .1 "C 

similarly for ™ with AS =0.1 °/ 
O b 0 0 

2 

If DV is found to be negative i.e. the water is unstable, 

a negative value for DV is given as a diagnostic. 

Subroutines oalled SIGMO, SIGMP, AIPHA, DATG 

^ogragmer R, Howarth ( taken from a Woods Hole program 

by H, Perldns) 



:29 

Title Adiabatic temperature gradient using Fofonoffs method. 

Name IW2G(P, T, 8, GAMW 

P 

T 

S 

mean value of pressure 

mean value of temperature in °C 

mean value of salinity in °/oo 

( for more details see DSTAF N.I.O. 

Subprogram - 28) 

Method The foHQUla used is as follows;;-

t "2 2 
"Bl = A2 z r x T +A4 X T -.&5 

= IM x T - B2 + ]# 

YC = % z T ~ B5 X T + B6 

YD = B7 X T -

3B = G1 z I - C2 

YP = C j x S + YB%8+YAL 

YG = YD X S + YG 

GAMA = Y B x P +YG-xP + YF 

Where 

A1 

A2 

A) 

A4 

A5 

B1 

B2 

% 

B5 

B6 

-3.32998 X 10 

3.4^24 X 10^" 

1.477539 X 10' 

1.119981 X 1o" 

4.2142 X 10"2 

9.2455 X 10^^ 

- 8 

-4 

= 4.954202 X 10 

= 2.426844 X 10 

= 7.51888 X 10" 

= 7.62182 X 10' 

-3 

-7 

2.291056 X 10 
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B7 = 1.965!*. X 10""̂  

B8 = 1.058507 z 10"^ 

01 = 1.56162 X 10"^^ 
-10 

C2 = 4.55156 % 10 
-6 

C5 = -6.47051 z 10 

GAMA (the adlabatio temp giadient) is then output 

to DSZAP 

R, Howarth (From a Woods Hole Program by 

J. Webster) 



r.1,0. SDBFROGa.'lM -31 

^itle SpQolfio Volvû io of 3ea 17ator 

Punotlon AimA.(8I(%fP,8I61ID,r,P) 

Maohliie IBM 1800 

knguage l8Cr Portra:^ W 

Purpose Tlie specifio volume la the rooiprocol of tlie denalty^ 

(lepenAant on salinity;, temperature rmi pressure 

e3{pres3ed. as a , @,P* 

Input The subprogram is used as an onii:mry f i m o t i o n , the 

Input variables beiiig 31(90* ( soe IT.1,0, Subprogram -34), 

teiaporaturo ancl prosswre e.g* 

AlfH = A:.PFI/\.(9IGliT,f3I5D,33LIP,PE28) 

llethoa Ztie fonaila used is 

AmiO = -I.Y'i.O + 3153 X 1.331 

( 1.0 + 01 z X + 02 X r X Z + 03 % % z 

+ 0 4 x T ^ z X + C 5 x X x SIG^ + 06 X X X T X SIOID 

+ 07 X SIG-m X X X + 08 % SIGiaO^ X X + OS z 8I(m:)̂ x X X T 

+ 010 X X^ * 011 X X^ X I + 012 z X^ X + 013 % SKZiO x X''. 
+ 014 X X X^x T + 015 X x X"% ]f+Cl6 % 8IGiD%c X"' 

+ 017 % SIOlD^x X^ X T + 018 X X^x T - 020 x )l/(021 + 022 x X 

Miere 
01 = -2.2C72 X 10-7 

02 zz 3,5162 X lO"^ 

03 5 - 6 . 6 3 X 10"''̂  

04 
-1P 

2,..0 X 10 

05 1,725 X 10"^ 

06 -2«16 X in"''̂  

07 ;:..o X iC 
,-12 

08 -/j.,5 X 1 
.-y—11 

09 —1 » 0 X 1 
,^-12 
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CIO g -6.66 % 10"''̂  

C11 = -1.2̂ *064. X 

G12 = 2.14. X 10"''̂'' 

013 = -4.248 X 10"^^ 

GI4. :: 1.206 X 10""'̂ ^ 

CI5 = -2.0 X 10"''̂  

CI6 = 1.8 X 10"15 

CI7 « -6.0 X lO"''? 
G 1 8 = 1 . 5 X L O T L ? ^ 

cao = ;!..886 X 10"° 

021 =1 .0 
0 2 2 = 1,33 

Temperature in °/00 

Pressure in decilaars 

Prorrorziei-a J.CrGaae and R. ncr.rQjrtli, 



N.I.0.Subprogram -32 

Title Sound, velocity in sea water from Wilson's Ind Formula 

Name Function SDVSL (T,S,P) 

Purpose The sound velocity is dependant on temperature, salinity 
and pressure. 

Input The subprogram is used as as an ordinary function^ the 
input variables being temperatmre ( C), pressure and 
salinity. 

e.g. SOUND = SDVEL(TEI,)P,SAL,PRE8) 

Method The formula used is 

8DVEL GO f G1 X T + C2 X T^+ C3 I + C4 z 

+C5 z X + C6 z D7 X + C8 X + C9 X Z 

+C1G X + C11 X Z X T + 012 X X X Z + C13 % Z 

+G14 x T x X x Z + C 1 5 x X x T 4 r G l 6 x T ^ x X 

+C17 X T^x X + C18 X X^ X T 019 X X^ X T^ 

+G20 X X^ X T 

Where Z = Salinity - 35*0 <2® 

X = 1,(y9,80655 % pres (conversion from 
NewtoiySq.Metre to kgf/CM.sq. 

CD= 1,44914.3 % 10 

01= 4.5721 

02= -0,044532 

3 

.-4-03= -2.&%.5 X 10 

04= 7.9851 X 10"^ 

05= 0.1 60272 

06= 1,0268 X 10"^ 

07= 3.5216 X 10"^ 

G8= -3.3603 X lO""̂ ^ 

09= 1.39799 

C10= 1.692 X 10 -3-

011= -1.1244 X lOT^ 

ei2= 7.7016 X 10""̂  

013= 1.2943 z 10""̂  



C14= 3.1580 z 10 

G15= -1.8607 X 10"^ 

C16= 7.4812 X 10"^ 

017= 4,5283-x loT^ 

C18= -2.5294 X ICT? 

ci9̂ ^ 1.8563 X icT^ 

GZ0=-1,9646 X 10"^° 

Programmers J. Crease and. R, Howarth, 



H.I.O. Subprogram -33 

Title 

Nano I'ln.Gi'IOP! SIGiafSIGli",?] 

lacnine IBM 1030 

Fortran. IV 

73 Airoose 

Inpi 

Method 

Yhe density of jater dopenda on temperature, 
salinity and prosaure aaa is defined as 

crs,3,p, For praotioal purposes the symbol f 

is uaed, whore = (p - l) x 

G?ho subpro/jrau io used, as aji ordiiiar̂ r i'unotio i 
t]i8 input variables boiiij sif̂ ac aero (see 17,1.0 

iubpro;]ran -3̂ )̂ aixl toHperatiire, For excriple a 

ca].l T/ould be: -

:3ir-Y = SIG.&ir(SIGH0,'j3i.i:) 

The fomula used is:-

= (C2:. X r + 05 X ' A C6 X + G7 X / (C8 + T 

+ Oo (G9 + CIO X T + 011 X T" + 012 x 2^) 

+o^x T (013 + G14 % T + 015 % 

T/hore G4 = 4.531684261 

05 =-0.545939 

06 = ̂ ,l)96243/:022 

07 = -1 /i-33̂ 35G6 x lo"? 

CO = 67.26 

09 = 1.0 
010 = -O.T47867 

011 = 9.G105 X 10"5 

012 

013 

014 

015 

%;i.3 % id 
•6 

1.8?30 X 10 

-0,164 X 10 m-7 

— 667 X -iO 

r̂o'-raniĵ ers J, Greaoe azid R, Ilorfa rtli. 



BUI.O, Subprogram -34 

Title SIGMA ZERO 

Name FUNCTION 5IGM0 (s) 

Machine 1800 IBM 

Purpose 

Input 

l8CO Fortran IV 

The density of vater is defined as p3,8,p 
depending on salinity, temperature and 
pressure. 

For practical purposes the symbol 

^is used where 

(T = (p - l) X 1000 

At atmospheric pressure and temperature 0°G 
this becomes oO 

The subprogram is used as an ordinary function, 
the input variable being salinity. For example 
a call would be 

8IG0 = 8IGM0(8AL) 

Method The basic formula is 

f O = -0.C69 = 1.47C6 CL -C^CCMSTCGlf 

+ CLC0C0398GI^ 

Where GL = chlorinity and 

8 = C\C80* I.8O5OGL 

This reduces to 

8IGM0 = -.0934458632 + 0.814876577 % S 

+ C^CCC4824961402 z 
+ O.COOOO6767861356 x 8^ 

Where 8 Salinity 

Programmers J. Grease and R. Howarth, 



N*I«0, Subprogram -35 

Title Potential Temperature Caloulation 

Name Funotion POTLT (8,T,P) 

Purpose The temperature that a water sample would, attain 

if raised. ad.iabetioally to the aea surface is the 

potential temperature, dependant on salinity, 

temperature and pressure. 

Input The subprogram is used as an ordinary function, 

the input variables being salinity, temperature 

and pressure (decibars) 

e,g, POTT = P0TLT(SAI,,TE}jP,PEE8) 

Method The formula used is 

POTIjT 10,0 + CO + G1 z Z G2 X + C:5 X 

+ 04- z C5 % Y + C6 z Z z Y + C7 X X Y 4. C8 

z z Y + G 9 z Y^ + C10 z Y^ z X + G11 z Y^z 

+ bl2 z + GI3 X Y^ z X + 014 z Y^ + G15 X Z 

+ 016 z Z z X 

+ 017 z Z z X^+ 018 z Z z + 019 z Y z Z + G20z 

Y z Z z X + 0 2 1 z Y z Z z X^ 022 z Y^ z 27 

+ 023 z Y^ z Z z X + G24 z Y^ z Z 4̂  025 X 

+ 026 z Z^ z X + 027 z Z^ z X^ $ ^ 8 z z Y 

+ 029 z Z ^ z Y z X 4 - C 3 0 x Z ^ z Y ^ 

+ 031 z + 032 z Z^ z X 033 z Z^ z Y + 034 z 

V.%ere Y = T - 10 

Z = 8 " 35 

Z = P - 3000 

k 

and 

00 ,398315416 

10 01 = -1348838184 z 
02 = ^.97276203 z 
03 = 1.14787022 z 

= -3.44650095 X 
05 = 0.980573094 

06 = -5.72948486 z K 

-4 

10 
10" 
10 

13 
' - 1 8 
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07 = 2.31465302 z 10"-?. 
C% = -6,35886194 x loT''̂  
G9 = 1.66218502 z 10""̂  
CIO = 4.73092648 z 10 
G11 = -3.06648661 z ICT^ 
C12 = -5.79307228 z 10 q 
GI3 = -1.87219021 z 10"^ 
C14 = 1.75294133 X 10": 
015 = -3.9752447 X IGT^^ 
CI6 = -1.17389306 z 10"^ 
G.17 = 4.42058721 z lO"^] 
018 = -1.58646788 X lOT"̂ ^ 
019 = 1j27713469 x 10"% 
020 = 3.87625363 x 10~° 
021 = -1.21732442 X 10"'-
022 = -4.05018724 z icr(^ 
023 = -1.54641063 z lOJY 
024 = -2.69246776 z 10. 
025 = 1.39685^ z 10"^ 
026 = 5.96101441'. z 10 ; 
027 = 3.19737957 X 10""'':; 
028 = -8.84139309 X 10]/ 
029 = -2,95^321 X lOb 
030 = 1,19473357 X io"2 
031 = I.I8O69178 X 10 / . 
032 = -7.69559002 X 10~'' 
033 = -1.89676587 X 10U^^ 
034 = 2.50169882 z 10 

J. Crease and E. Howarth, 



N.I.OZPrGAEam -36 

Title 

Name 

language 

Machine 

Specific Volume .Anomaly 

Function DEIV(A1FH,EKES) 

Fortran IV 

IBM 1800 

3e 

Input 

The density of water is a function of pressure, 

temperature and salinity, (p) In practice the 

reciprocol, the specific volume is used.(alpha) 

The specific volume anomaly is defined as 

5 = alpha (pressure, temperature, salinity) -

alpha(pre88ure,0 C,35 ^/oo) 

p is in decibara. 

The two input variables are 

1) alph - specific volume 

2) pres - pressure (decibars) 

Method 

Programmers 

The formula used is 

DEIV = AIPH - CO + CO z P z C1/(1. + C2 % P) 

+ P xCO z C3 - CO % Of z P^ 

Where 

CO = 0.9726^5 

C1 = 4.88&E - 6 

C2 = 1.83B - 5 

C3 = 2.29E - 7 

= 1.059B - 71 

P = pressure 

The subprogram is used as a normal function 

subprogram e.g. 

SVaaCM = DELV(ALPH,PEE8) 

J, Crease and Ruth Howarth, 



N.I.O. Subprogram -42 

Î ame 

&!ach]jie 

[nput 

Linear Interpolation 

Subroutine LCfBT (CAUX, TAX) 

IBM 1833 

183? Fortran IV 

Given a set of auxi]_iary thermometer readings 
and their oorrectiona, to linearly interpolate 
for any given auxiliary thermometer reading. 

Data is input through the argument list and via 
blank common. 

Argument 

Common 

Output 

Restrictions 

'fAX - the auxilipjry temperature to be interpolated. 

- no. of points 
AUXT - array containing auxiliary temperatures 
AUG"̂  - array containing auxiliary temperature 

corrections. 

CAUX - correction required is passed out through 
the argument list. 

[The maximum no, of points to be used is Z), 

Programmer 

'This subroutine is used with the thermometer 
corrections program 155. 

R. Howarth 
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